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SOUTHERN WATER CUSTOMER CHALLENGE GROUP 

 
 

 

30 April 2018: 10:30 – 16:00 

Boardroom, Southern House, Durrington, West Sussex 

Minutes and actions arising 
 

 

Present:  Anna Bradley (Chair)   

 Phil Belden Steve Hare 

 Ana Christie Dan McDonald 

 Rupert Clubb Nicci Russell 

 Karen Gibbs George Seligman 

   
Apologies Ian McAulay  

David Howarth (EA)  

  

   
Observers: Graham Horton (NE)  

   
Guests Milo Purcell (DWI)  

 Sue Pennison (DWI)  

 
In Attendance: Paul Sheffield SWS iNED   

 Helen Simonian  

 Craig Lonie   

 Adam Higgitt  

 Sally Beck  

 Nick Eves Item 5, 6 and 10 

 Mark Field Item 7 & 12 

 Chris Lumb Item 8  

 Chris Braham Item 8 

 Hala Osman Item 9 

 Claire Elliott Item 11 

 Kevin Wightman Item 13 

   
 

1) Welcome, apologies for absence and declarations of conflicts of 
interest  

 
Ian McAulay, Southern Water Services (SWS) Chief Executive Officer (CEO), 
sent his apologies as did David Howarth, CCG observer from Environment 
Agency.   
 

Paul Sheffield attended the meeting as the Independent Non-Executive Director (INED).  

 

No conflicts of interest were declared. 
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2) Approval of the minutes of the 09 April 2018 meeting 

 
Karen Gibbs said that the Consumer Council for Water was working with Ofwat on the 
freeze-thaw lessons learnt report, rather than Waterwise, and the Chair amended the 
action arising to SWS to bring the lessons learnt report from Ofwat to the CCG alongside 
SWS’s own internal review. Other than these amendments, the minutes of the meeting 
were approved.     
 
3) Chair, Member and CEO updates and general discussion 

  
The CCG Chair, Anna Bradley, had two updates for Members: a) Nicci Russell would 
attend the next Ofwat CCG Chairs meeting as she was unable to attend in person due to a 
change of dates and b) she had attended SWS Board Meeting on 24 April where she had 
covered a number of issues including: 

 the CCG now had an Assessment Framework and forward plan and were receiving 
reports that corresponded with the Framework. Members were generally feeling more 
comfortable about the quality of the insight and customer and stakeholder engagement 
that was being conducted, including in some areas where Members previously had 
concerns, such as resilience.  

 Members were generally satisfied with linkages to the ten strategic outcomes of ‘Let’s 
talk water 2’, but were now turning their attention to the detail of the Business Plan 
(BP), Performance Commitments (PCs) and the Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODIs).  

 Members had not seen enough of the detail that will be in the BP, or the links this has 
with customer and stakeholder views, and have asked for better sighting on this. 
However, what has been seen on innovation and the environment is looking good.   

 there were concerns about the Company maintaining a focus on customer and 
stakeholder priorities and CCG processes as time is becoming more pressurised. 
There had, for example, been difficulties in the discussions on PCs and ODIs and this 
needed to be reflected in the submission’s covering letter to Ofwat.  

 Members also needed to know more about third party assurance plans and Board 
assurance and would receive this at the 30 April CCG meeting. 

 Members were trying to advise the Company in thinking how to engage customers on 
issues to do with corporate and financial structures as directed by Ofwat.  

 Finally, after the Board meeting, Anna had a further meeting with Bill Thame (SWS 
Chairman of the Board) and Ian McAulay about financial and corporate structures to 
discuss suitable handling, given that it is outwith the CCG’s role. She had suggested 
that it could be addressed in this year’s CCG Annual Report in the capacity of the 
Customer Advisory Panel which seemed an appropriate way forwards.   

   
The Chair asked Members for updates. George Seligman reported that in the previous 
week he had attended two CCG Task and Finish Group meetings on a) WISER (Water 
Industry Strategic Environmental Requirements) and Blueprint for Water aspirations, and b) 
Community Engagement. He said the big message to Members was that there are 
significantly more, at scale, and positive environmental and community engagement 
programmes planned, with a number already underway, than the CCG had yet been made 
aware of. It all showed terrific potential if delivery happens as had been discussed. The 
Chair agreed. One of the big ticket items is Catchment Management (CM) and they had 
been shown a substantial and exciting programme. George commented that the work 
underway on the Test and Itchen is an actual living example of CM.  
 
Steve Hare had taken part in the Regional Stakeholder Workshop. He said it covered a 
wide range of interesting issues with lots of activity and different ways for people to get 
involved. Many businesses and charities had been present and the only negative was that 
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a wider range of stakeholder segments could have been represented.  
 
Phil Belden said he had also been at the environmental task and finish group and the 
Regional Stakeholder Workshop. He agreed with George that the programme of planned 
works was significant and was pleased to see a focus on Blueprint for Water as this was 
what provided the added value. His only negative was that he wanted the Company to 
deliver the schemes rather than create more evidence that the schemes would be effective. 
He thought Regional event had been ambitious and covered more or less everything the 
Company was doing. He believed the delegates comprised approximately 1/3 businesses, 
1/3 charities and 1/3 regulators and were an informed group. The afternoon session 
particularly showed fantastic potential for co-creation and co-delivery, with stakeholders 
eager to be involved in schemes through working with the Company.  
 
Dan McDonald had also taken part in the Community Engagement meeting. There were 
some really good ideas on co-creation and co-design to be taken forward into the future. 
His take away was the validation of the customer voice on various groups. The Chair 
agreed with this point saying it is a real challenge. For example, environmental groups 
didn’t necessarily have consumer representation. There can also be an assumption in 
partnership programmes that SWS represents the customers’ voice, but customers 
themselves need to be there too. 
 
Karen Gibbs had been to the Water Resources South East event and was pleased to see 
the SWS had played a major role. There were some non-household retailers represented 
and they were keen to be involved in initiatives the water companies were progressing.   
 
Graham Horton, Natural England, said that he and David Howarth had met with SWS and 
had gained a better understanding of the plans for AMP7 as well as the developing PCs 
and ODIs. As regulators, both the Environment Agency and Natural England see the PCs 
from across the sector, and this could be valuable in helping to develop common definitions 
and measurements for those which are hard to define, for example, on SSSIs. The 
regulators are keen that these are captured in the Business Plan, as a commitment if not as 
an ODI.  
 
Nicci Russell said that Waterwise are pushing Ofwat to publish the PCs once they have 
been submitted so that all water companies can see what is common and what isn’t. Craig 
Lonie, SWS Director of Strategy and Regulation, said that Ofwat are gathering submissions 
and trying to create harmonised measures. George Seligman wondered if there would be 
major differences between water companies’ PCs and ODIs and Nicci thought that water 
efficiency measures at least were highly likely to be shared.  
 
Paul Sheffield, SWS Independent Non-Executive Board representative, asked Members if 
they had had sufficient visibility on the proposed PCs and ODIs? The Chair responded 
there were some concerns that Members had not had enough time to fully consider the 
proposals to ensure they met customer and stakeholder expectations. However, they had 
been reassured that there was sufficient flexibility in the timetable post the 03 May Price 
Review early submissions to make adjustments. She had asked that the level of visibility to 
date was described to Ofwat in the submission’s covering letter, and was satisfied that this 
was accurately represented.  
 
The Chair asked Craig Lonie for key SWS business updates. Craig said there were two 
important developments. The first was a report from the National Infrastructure Commission 
(NIC) on the water industry which highlighted the critical need for a 30% increase in clean 
water resources in London and the South East. To ensure an additional 4,000 Ml/d 
resource availability across England by 2050, it expected one third to be delivered through 
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demand management and metering, one third through leakage reductions and the final 
third through new infrastructure such as reservoirs and water trading. Craig reported that 
Thames Water are considering building the proposed Abingdon Reservoir whereas Severn 
Trent and United Utilities were likely to cascade water from North to South leading to 
interconnected supplies. Portsmouth Water’s Havant Thicket reservoir would almost 
certainly be developed and SWSs was looking at potential desalination plants.   
 
The Chair asked whether universal metering was now likely and Craig responded that 
initially it was likely across water stressed regions. The Secretary of State for the 
Environment, Michael Gove, had asked Defra to look into a national metering programme.  
The Chair commented that it was a positive that the national policy framework was 
supportive of SWS’s goals. Craig pointed out that the timing of this didn’t fit easily with the 
production of the Business Plan and also that an ambition to reduce leakage by half by 
2050 did not seem that ambitious.    
 
Craig continued that the other update was that customer/consumer trust in corporate 
entities was rising up the national agenda. Ofwat was consulting on trust and legitimacy 
across the water sector, and was looking for more regulation and clearer rules on executive 
pay, dividends policy and the elimination of incentives for high gearing with significant 
penalties for anything over 60%.  
 
The Chair thanked Craig for the interesting update.                                  
 
 
4. Drinking Water Inspectorate Report 
 
Milo Purcell, Chief Inspector, Regulatory Strategy, and Sue Pennison, Principal Inspector, 
from the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI), were welcomed to the meeting and 
introductions made. 
 
The Chair said that there were two key drinking water regulatory areas that Milo and Sue 
could help Members have confidence in:  
a) SWS performance at end of year 
b) The emerging future direction  
 
Sue explained that the DWI track and collate data on customers’ calls relating to drinking 
water quality that water companies receive over the year. This includes taste, smell, 
contamination, loss of supply and/or discolouration. Overall, SWS was comparatively good 
as the calls received were below the industry average. However, this was not the whole 
story and there were concentrations of complaints hot spots, such as the Isle of Wight, 
Crawley and Hastings.  
 
The DWI samples drinking water to ensure it complies with the Water Supply (Water 
Quality) Regulations 2016 and, over the last three years SWS was below the industry 
average, primarily caused by a range of failures. Out of 35 failures, 24 were significant and 
this number is higher than is to be expected. The AMP6 programme had addressed many 
of the issues but there remained concerns. Hopefully, DWI/SWS’s transformation 
programmes would tackle these with a broader approach through Catchment Management, 
hazard reviews and treatment works upgrades, although issues with storage and transfer 
tanks had yet to be considered.  
 
Sue also talked about catchment level issues such as nitrate and metaldehyde, found in 
slug pellets. The DWI was waiting for a Ministerial decision on whether there would be a full 
or partial ban on metaldehyde, particularly important in SWS region as it is highly 
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agricultural. There were also specific hot spot areas for lead pipes in the region and a 
limited number of sites able to treat pathogens.         
 
One really poor area for SWS was data reporting, in terms of both accuracy and timescale, 
and the DWI had had to issue an enforcement order. This was an unusual step for the DWI 
to take, but it had been necessary as the Company had been given a long time, some 14 
years into the sampling programme, to address the issues but had not done so 
satisfactorily. The next step would be a court injunction. Paul Sheffield commented that this 
had been a wake-up call for the Company. When Ian McAulay became CEO at SWS, he 
had created a Water Quality Compliance function to deliver immediate improvements.  
 
Milo Purcell said that the transformation programmes were designed to be implemented 
across AMP6 and AMP7, possibly even AMP8, and would form part of the PR19 Business 
Plan. Many were of a highly operational nature and the Company had been positive and 
responsive throughout. Since establishing the transformational programmes, the 
Company’s performance had been impressive. Paul Sheffield commented that the Board 
thought there had been an extremely constructive approach with the DWI. Helen Simonian, 
SWS Director of Wholesale Water Services, said that the programmes were jointly 
sponsored by herself and Alison Hoyle, SWS Director of Compliance and Asset Resilience, 
which meant a large delivery matrix could be developed across the Company’s structure to 
ensure delivery and compliance.     

 
Phil Belden asked about the preferred approach to tackling the issues. Could a long term 
view be taken to address them through catchment management plans or was there an 
immediate need to build solutions? 
 
Milo said that catchment management had been in place since the mid 1990’s as a legal 
instrument. Catchment management was complex and effectively culminated in a multitude 
of small gains. With compliance, there were legal requirements that had to be met but these 
could be expensive. The DWI had asked water companies for a blend of solutions. They 
want to reach an integrated and practical balance between costly treatment works and 
engineering, and natural solutions that wouldn’t take too long.        
 
Milo continued that he had four key messages for Southern Water: 
 

1. Successful delivery of the transformational programmes was critical, albeit with 
significant costs. 

2. Additional schemes were needed in PR19 to deal with pathogens by progressive 
replacement of old treatment works through the next two AMPs.  

3. The extent to which the Company will meet its compliance requirements depends 
very much on how it conducts its business as usual (BAU). For example, there 
needs to be a significant reduction in leakage and the removal of lead pipes in 
customers’ properties to minimise discolouration and improve water quality overall.  

4. There needs to be long-term planning in partnership with other water companies 
across AMP7 and AMP8 to share costs and minimise intergenerational inequalities.   

 
The Chair asked about the trajectory, as costs and intergenerational equity had not yet 
been discussed with the CCG? Milo responded that the Company has a set of expectations 
it is unlikely to be able to meet. These include reducing leakage to 15%, a reduction in bills, 
greater pressure on operations and customer services, significant procurement 
arrangements, all of which create an increased level of risk to the business. The concern is 
that there will be delays to the work that needs to be done. The DWI were in agreement 
with the EA that the works need to go ahead and the risks will have to be managed.    
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Rupert Clubb asked who was taking the lead with agricultural landowners, farmers and their 
National Associations as it was important that these were also on board? Milo replied that 
the DWI has been central to setting up the agriculture brief and were holding regulatory 
meetings. Voluntary measures are preferred to a heavy handed, top-down approach. The 
brief is wide as it also includes the supply chains for pesticides and fertilisers, which are a 
real concern as alternatives need to be found and new supply chains developed. 
Meanwhile, DWI had been instrumental in changing labelling. There couldn’t be an outright 
ban as famers needed to be on side, be able to grow crops and make a living. SWS was 
funding research on the ground and he thought the level of ambition was impressive with 
£5 million invested in catchment management as a kick start. However, he rather thought it 
would need in the region of £20 – 30 million over the AMP. The most important issue was 
there being sufficient money in the Business Plan to enable SWS to support the day-to-day 
work.    
 
The Chair thanked Milo and Sue for a highly interesting contribution to the meeting.  
 
 
5. Strands of Engagement 
 
The paper was presented in five sections to set out the evidence for five of Ofwat’s tests for 
CCGs. The Chair reminded Members of the purpose of the paper. It was a high level recap 
and summary of papers they had previously been presented with to enable Members to 
draw conclusions about the quality, depth and breadth of engagement and answer the 
questions set by Ofwat.  The Chair took each paper as read and asked for comments and 
questions from Members. Per paper, these included: 
 
Paper a): Has the Company engaged on the issues that matter to customers and 

stakeholders: 
 

 How had the Company targeted the specific groups engaged, such as young 
people? 

 There needed to be a sense of scale – the numbers engaged and the proportion of 
the population  

 Was more work on engaging customers and stakeholders on the value of water 
validated as this outcome did not seem to be derived from customer’s views? 
 

Paper b): Has the Company developed a genuine understanding of customer and 
stakeholder priorities, needs and requirements and, where appropriate, 
valuations?  

 
 The work underpinning the paper was valuable 
 The paper undersold the work that had been undertaken on the WRMP (Water 

Resource Management Plan) and DP (Drought Plan), and it was missing the work 
undertaken by EY and Corporate Culture  

 It showed a good understanding of customers and stakeholders but were any gaps 
identified and what work is ongoing to plug these? 

 
Paper c): Has the Company made good use of day-to-day contact with customers and 

stakeholders in developing a genuine understanding of needs and views? 
 

 There had been many workshops and focus groups, but what were the key 
milestones? A clear map would be of value.  

 Had BAU and behavioural change had been a source of development for the 
paper? 
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 The evidence focused on customer experience but it was less clear how BAU is 
influencing the Business Plan. There seemed to be much improved capacity and 
capability but this is not demonstrably feeding into the findings. 

 
Paper d): Has the Company used the most appropriate methods and techniques to 

meet the objectives of its engagement? Has the Company made use of 
multiple engagement methods and techniques? 

  
 The sliders used in the focus groups meant that the choices were made on an 

informed basis 
 It was positive that the Company was using more innovative ways to engage 

customers and stakeholders and was on an improvement journey. 
 
Paper e): Has customer and stakeholder engagement been an ongoing, two-way, 

transparent process – informing and soliciting feedback?   
 

 The Company is good at receiving feedback but not good at giving it. It should do 
more to keep the people it engages with in the loop, updating them with notes from 
workshops, and how plans are progressing. This would encourage even more 
feedback. 

 The Company did not start in a good place but has improved throughout the PR19 
journey.   

 
As well as these comments, Members thought that the format of method/approach, learning 
and influence on plans was good. However, they thought there was too much repetition and 
jargon which made it hard to work out what the conclusions were.  
 
The Chair asked for another paper to be presented showing how engagement had 
influenced the Business Plan and a single page summary that pulled it all together in one 
place. 
 
ACTION: Bring a paper to the CCG that summarises engagement activity and shows 

how this engagement has influenced the Business Plan (Nick Eves – 4 June 
meeting) 

 
The Chair thought it might be helpful to refine future papers to include a summary section at 
the start setting out what the Company thought it had done well in relation to ‘w’ and/or ‘x’ 
stakeholders, where they had found gaps with ‘y’ and ‘z’, and what they were doing to 
address this.    
 
6. Co-creating and co-delivering solutions with customers and stakeholders  
 
Nick Eves, SWS Head of Insight and Engagement, said that co-creation and co-delivery 
were widespread discussion points across Southern Water but culturally, the Company was 
still working out how to get there. The Chair said that where the Company was placed on 
the Tapped In continuum was important for PR19 and the Business Plan. However, she 
was satisfied that the Company was in a good position now as she had been made aware 
of many really excellent examples of schemes that are already in place, and schemes that 
are due to begin over the next 12 month and onwards. A more structured approach to co-
creation and co-delivery was needed but there had been great strides forwards.  
 
George Seligman thought it an interesting paper with lots of good examples. What 
emerged, however, is that there are many overriding business issues the Company simply 
has to implement and that it can’t always co-create on these. Phil Belden said it also 
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highlighted that the Company had to develop things customers didn’t want, such as 
desalination plants. These are needed but customers don’t support this as a solution so the 
messaging needs to be carefully crafted. Members agreed it was vitally important to inform 
customers and stakeholders why the Company may be implementing an option that they 
did not support. 
 
Phil continued that there are many examples of SWS doing things that customers and 
stakeholders do want such as enhancing the environment, as highlighted at the WISER 
meeting where SWS is going above and beyond meeting the regulatory requirements. The 
Company is underselling itself by not promoting what it is doing.  
 
The Chair agreed that the building blocks were in place and SWS’s was heading in the right 
direction. What had been achieved so far could be banked with more to come in PR19. 
However, the approach might need to change if the stakeholders segments are expanded, 
for example, with the full range of businesses.  
 
Craig Lonie excused himself for the first hour after lunch as he had to attend another 
meeting.  
 
 
7. Affordability and Vulnerability 
  
The Chair thanked Mark Field, SWS Head of Billing and Collections, for a detailed 
paper that showed how the entirety of the work on affordability and vulnerability was 
focused on customer priorities – much more than she previously thought. She took the 
paper as read and suggested Members focused on answering the questions Mark had 
asked.  
 
Steve Hare said the information had been captured thoroughly, although there seemed 
to be a financial focus. He highlighted that rural vulnerability can easily be 
underestimated. He thought carers should be a cross-cutting theme relating to all 
aspects of the plan. There were many different types of carers, from those living in, to 
those who don’t, to ones that have legal rights to make decisions. The Company 
needed to think about engaging with customers and/or their representatives. Ana 
Christie agreed and said that business and charities such as hospices, care homes, 
special needs schools and hospitals need to be included as they need water to look 
after vulnerable individuals. Whilst the plan and actions were detailed and thorough on 
an individual basis, this was not the case for businesses.   
 
Mark responded that he was developing a Sensitive Customer Plan with a register for 
the services sensitive customers need during events such as the recent freeze-thaw. 
The Chair wondered if a general message should be aimed at all customers letting 
them know that support was available if they needed it and the types of circumstances 
when it would be available. Mark agreed and said an awareness campaign was 
included in the strategy.  
  
Dan McDonald thought the work on reach and support was excellent. He said that 
working with external partners and wider groups would be essential to success and 
asked again about the plans for data sharing? Mark agreed to produce a 
supplementary paper on current activities in this space and what the Company will be 
doing in the future.      
 

ACTION: Bring a supplementary paper on data sharing to the CCG (Mark Field – 

June meeting) 
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Nicci Russell agreed that reach and support was excellent but she had three points she 
wanted to raise: 

 how did this compare and contrast across the sector? 
 How was the consistency of the service going to be assured? 
 How could the CCG be assured the proposed bill levels would be affordable? 

 
Mark said that SWS is leading the sector on delivering a consistent service, and 
affordability was linked to the social tariff criteria. The Chair said presumably the social tariff 
had a limited money envelope available? Mark confirmed this and said the Company would 
reach the quota at the end of the AMP. He was commissioning research into whether 
customers were willing to extend the tariff into AMP7.         
 
George Seligman asked about Willingness to Pay (WtP) findings as he thought customers 
were not necessarily committed to supporting people in financial hardship – only in genuine 
hardship. How was genuine hardship being checked? How many were on the long term list 
and how many were transient? How was the Company planning to check who was transient 
to prevent fraudulent claims? He asked about the definition of vulnerability? The Company 
was committed to providing easy access and support to customers in vulnerable 
circumstances, but all customers should have easy access and support. People in 
vulnerable circumstances need over and above, but ordinary customers also need 
protection.   
 
Mark said there are many types transience, for example, pregnancy – where payment 
holidays could be offered. The end of transient hardship can be checked with the right 
controls in the system, and the Company has these in place in line with the Government’s 
‘Breathing space’. His team talk to customers as well as conducting checks and balances 
such as looking at purchasing data. Dan McDonald said he was reassured by this but the 
Company also had to be careful it didn’t stigmatise customers whose vulnerable 
circumstances were long-term.  
 
Mark continued that there is a big gulf between what is on the register and the estimated 
number in genuine hardship and that financial hardship can also overlap with other types of 
vulnerability. It is likely that the numbers on the register will increase by some 400%. He 
was looking at other companies and sectors to see what they do.  
 
The Chair rounded up the session saying the paper answered all the questions on 
affordability and vulnerability but wondered how confident Members could be about the 
balance between what SWS was doing for vulnerable customers and ensuring that other 
customers were happy about it. She also thought that the YouGov survey might be an 
opportunity to find out how much customers were willing to pay to reduce bad debt.  
 
 
8. Risk 
  

Taking the paper as read, the Chair commented on the priority to replace lead pipes in 
customers’ properties. CCG Members were not sighted on this until the DWI had raised it 
earlier on at this meeting and she had only very recently become aware of it through the 
preparation of the draft ODIs. It seemed to come from nowhere as a topic and was now a 
priority. Chris Lumb, SWS Head of Strategic Planning – Water, said that the priority came 
from the recent customer engagement on PCs and ODIs where customers saw it as a key 
risk to the promise to supply clean, safe and sustainable drinking water.  

 

Members made the following comments:  
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 the pie chart showed the proportion of risks to the system by category, for example, 
30% of the risks were with pumping station failures, but it didn’t specify the types of 
failures.  

 problems, such as pollution, were going to increase and hence the risks would also 
increase, so would the Company be scaling up work programmes to address this?  

 how had the Company had assessed the consequences of risk and engaged 
customers in potential solutions?  

 how the CCG could be assured that the Business Plan had been influenced by 
customer and stakeholder views as they didn’t have a clear view of what all the 
risks are or the options? 

 risk management plans needed to be discussed with customers, particularly in light 
of climate change scenarios and the recent freeze-thaw which had affected 
businesses badly.  

 

Chris Braham, SWS Investment Strategy Manager, responded that what the pie chart 
showed, however, was where AMP7 funding needed to be invested. SWS’s was 
considering how far the Company could go to minimise risks and was looking at options 
and the actions needed. Hala Osman, SWS Strategy Advisor, reminded Members that 
conversations had taken place at the risk focus group meetings and the findings were 
being incorporated into the Business Plan.  

 

The Chair said that customers and stakeholders had been fully engaged on risk, 
particularly through consultations on the WRMP and DP, and therefore, this Ofwat test 
question was fully evidenced. She said that no water company could be 100% risk free but 
it was crucial to have management plans in place to deal with the risks that did arise. She 
asked for a paper to be returned to the CCG with a table setting out the range of risks, 
what customers have said about them and what decisions that has driven.  

 

ACTION:  Bring a paper to the CCG in a table format setting out the risks, customers 
views and the decisions this has led to (Chris Braham and Chris Lumb – 
02 July meeting) 

 
The CCG then considered the supplementary paper on outcomes which set out what 
the Company is going to deliver in each of the five basic and five transformational 
goals, and the steps it intends to take, alongside the proposed delivery timetable 
across AMP7 and AMP8.  
 
Members thought the five basic goals were good but the transformational goals 
needed to be more tangible with substance behind the headlines. There were lots of 
promises but it looked thin on actual targets, for example, reducing abstraction 
where it didn’t say by how much. Were some transformational goals, such as 
plastics reduction, overweighted?  
 
The Chair thought there was a better way of presenting the paper with significant 
initiatives on the left hand side, the proposed AMP delivery timetable and which 
outcomes they will lead to. She asked for an iteration of the paper for the June 
meeting. 
 
ACTION:  Bring another iteration of the outcomes paper to the June CCG meeting 

setting out initiatives, AMP delivery timetable and the outcomes the work 
would lead to.   

 (Chris Braham and Chris Lumb – June meeting) 
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9. Future Customers and Stakeholders 
 

The Chair thanked Hala Osman for the paper but said that she thought there could 
be richer picture than the one provided. She felt Members hadn’t been given an 
holistic view of who the people who will be paying bills are and what their view may 
change to as they become bill payers.  
 
Members agreed saying that young people are much more environmentally aware 
and potentially could provide a very informed view. A Young Advisers Programme 
was suggested. This could provide significant variations in views depending on 
where individuals lived and the communities they lived in. They pointed out that we 
live in a fast changing culture and it was vital for the Company to engage with young 
people in interesting and interactive ways. Councils have routes to reach and talk 
with young people that perhaps the Company could use these to augment the 
research.  
 
Members wanted to understand the underlying assumption of the research that 
customers of the future were limited to under 18s. Current schoolchildren would 
think very differently when older and paying bills for themselves. There were many 
young adults still living at home who were future customers and who would become 
customers in their own right when they moved out. What had other water companies 
done?  
 
Hala responded SWSs had categorised only under 18s because views and attitudes 
change continually with changing life circumstances. On the whole, other water 
companies had engaged with over 18s up to being a bill payer. Engaging under 18s 
was very costly. Nick Eves commented that he had experience of research with 
young people this at his previous (non-water) company and understanding trends 
had been enlightening.   
 
The Chair thought it important to have a clear definition of future customers and 
stakeholders to be able to answer Ofwat’s test question. She asked the Company to 
come back with a definition and a cut of its research with 18 – 25 year-olds across 
all segments to develop a richer understanding of the views of future customers.           
 
ACTION: Bring back a definition of future customers and stakeholders and an 

iteration of the paper incorporating the views of 18 – 25 year-olds 
across all segments and topics to gain a richer understanding of the 
views of future customers. (Hala Osman – July meeting)   

 
George Seligman asked how much weight would be put on this question in the 
Business Plan? Graham Horton commented that the findings showed that the top five 
priorities for future customers was pretty much aligned with current customer 
priorities, albeit in a slightly different order. This should help with weighting as the key 
priorities were the same.   
 
The Chair noted that one thing was different – customers of the future think of 
droughts and flooding at a global level rather than local, regional or national. She 
rounded off the session saying that perhaps this could be used to engage school 
children and to co-create global futures.  
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10. Approach to triangulation 
 
Nick Eves asked Members for their comments on the Company’s approach to 
triangulation and if they had any recommendations? Members said it was important to 
ensure the Company was genuinely building from all three sides and to not lose sight 
of the golden thread.  
 
Karen Gibbs asked how different views will be played off against each other and what 
happens if there are conflicts? She said that some companies have tried to regiment 
the process and it had become overly mechanistic so she would like to have an 
understanding of the principles that will be applied. The Chair added that she would 
also like to see how trade-offs are decided. She thought it would be valuable to see 
examples of contradictions of views.     
 
Nick said that water efficiency was one of the emerging areas where customers and 
stakeholders have different views and triangulation will be applied to reach decisions 
the Company has to make.  
 
ACTION: Bring back a paper showing examples of conflicting customer and 

stakeholder views and how the Company has used triangulation to 
make Business Plan decisions and/or conduct more research if 
necessary. (Nick Eves – July meeting)    

 
 
11. Assurance 
 
The Chair asked Members if the papers on the methods SWS’s is using under its 
Comprehensive Assurance Framework for a) assurance on Customer and 
Stakeholder Engagement workstream and b) SWS’s Board Sub-Committee Terms on 
Assurance for Customer and Stakeholder Engagement, would be enough to assure 
the CCG that robust checks are in place? Members confirmed it was.  
 
The Chair then wondered how the CCG would know whether their view on customer 
engagement and insight would align with the Board’s view as it would be 
disconcerting if they differed. Nick Eves confirmed that two-way feedback could be 
provided.  
  
Nicci Russell asked how the Sub-Committee reported back to the Board? Paul 
Sheffield answered that there were PR19 Board engagement sessions and that each 
Sub-Committee has at least two Board Members who report through to the Board. 
The Sub-Committees give assurance to the Board to enable the Board to make 
decisions.  
 
The Chair commented that it is vital that the Board are assured that the CCG had 
seen all the documentation it should have seen. She asked when the RAND and PwC 
3rd Line of Defence reviews would be completed, and if the CCG could have sight of 
these.  Craig Lonie said the RAND review would be finalised in May and the PwC 
work was ongoing with summaries at key points. Both would be made available to the 
CCG.  
 
ACTION: SWS to share the RAND and PwC 3rd Line of Defence reviews with the 

CCG when available (Hetty Farrell and Claire Elliott – as and when 
available)  
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12. Unwanted contacts 
 
Mark Field explained his paper to Members and showed why the unwanted billing 
enquires was shown at risk in the ‘Better information and advice’ Business Promises 
Dashboard. These are a subset of the wider ‘Unwanted Contacts’ which feed into the 
SIM score. The Company had a new reporting approach, audited by PwC, which 
meant there was a reduction in unwanted contacts this year and a further reduction 
was expected next year.  
 
Members asked if: 

 unwanted contacts feed into quantitative measures with penalties attached,  

 the new approach was likely to be changed again, and  

 SIM scores are being replaced by CMEX at the end of the AMP? 
 
Mark responded that the scores feed into SIM penalties, there were no plans to 
materially change the measures again in this AMP and that water companies were 
currently piloting CMEX for Ofwat, although these would not be published as targets 
until AMP7.  
 
The Chair said that the CCG would need to show why the scores had gone the wrong 
way in their Annual Report and requested an accurate description. Mark agreed and 
thought this was a positive because the Company could show it now had far greater 
granularity in its measurements, was able to define why the scores had gone the 
wrong way and then put positive measures in place to address the issues.  
 
ACTION: Provide a short and accurate description of why the billing enquiries 

scores had gone the wrong way to the CCG. (Mark Field – end of 
May)    

 
 
13. Year-end Business Promises Dashboard  
 
Kevin Wightman, SWS Economic Regulation Manager, said that the Company had set 
ambitious targets at the beginning of the AMP. He took questions on each Business 
Promise in turn.   

    

Members agreed they had already covered a ‘Responsive customer service’ so they moved 
straight onto ‘A constant supply of high quality drinking water’. They recognised that climate 
impacts were likely to be more frequent and severe and, consequently, meeting the targets 
relating to minutes lost to supply through events would become more challenging. Customers 
understand that events will happen but the important thing was to have robust management 
plans in place. The freeze-thaw was a big challenge resulting in mains bursts and significant 
periods when customers lost supply through leakage, but was it dealt with in an efficient and 
effective way that met customers’ needs? Members wanted to know what was learnt from the 
event and what other companies did that was better to be able to provide a view for their 
Annual Report.    
 
ACTION: Bring the Company’s freeze-thaw lessons learnt report to the CCG (Craig 

Lonie – June Meeting)  
 
Kevin responded that there was a management plan for uncertain futures in the resilience 
theme which would guide actions in future events. The Chair commented that the weather 
in March had exacerbated the situation, but the customer minutes lost to supply had been 
above target for the last six months, and the CCG needed to understand why this was for 
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their Annual Report. Craig Lonie said this was mostly caused by one-offs and he would 
need to check on each specific incident. Kevin added that some of the causes were being 
investigated but it was generally higher than hoped.  
 
ACTION: Bring back a paper back to the CCG showing PCC vs leakage and the 

Distribution Input. (Kevin Wightman – June meeting)     
  
On ‘Removing wastewater effectively‘, the Chair commented that with everything under 
target, it was looking remarkably good. However, she thought that the CCG Annual Report 
would have to reference the discolouration and taste issues on Southampton and the Isle 
of Wight. 
 
Moving onto ‘Looking after the environment‘, bathing waters looked positive but she asked 
about moving the seven that had been agreed to upgrade to ‘excellent‘ as they would need 
a status update for the Annual Report. Paul Sheffield commented that the year end would 
reflect where the Company was in terms of getting there.  
 
The CCG had already covered ‘Better information and advice‘ in detail so they moved onto 
‘Affordable bills‘. The Chair said these were not particularly encouraging. The Company 
had set awareness raising programmes as gross measures in terms of surveys. Kevin 
agreed that the measurement was not sensitive enough to be able to claim progress. The 
Chair thought there would be value in the CCG revisiting what was written about these PCs 
in their previous Annual Report and to also see what the findings were from PC research.  
       
 
14. AOB 

 
There were no AOBs.  

 

 

15. CCG private time 

 
The Chair asked Members for their feedback.  Karen Gibbs said she had thought the 
Company was losing sight of the bigger picture so it was reassuring to see that the building 
blocks were in place. She had been concerned about DWI views. The Chair agreed that 
the DWI were increasingly getting tougher on compliance but Ian had made a big 
difference by creating a new Directorate under Alison Hoyle. She thought this should be 
reflected in Annual Report as a transition year with major changes in the Company’s 
relationships with the regulators.  
 
George Seligman said he was still concerned about SSSIs. Although there weren’t any 
regulatory issues, he wanted the Company to be more ambitious.   
 
Nicci Russell commented that it was a little strange to have no representative from the 
Senior Executive for at least an hour of the meeting. The Chair agreed to raise this.  
 
Ana Christie thought that the Company should ensure the items that were to have been 
brought forward have been, and Steve Hare said it was positive that the Company was 
pulling all the customer and stakeholder engagement it had conducted together in one 
place, although it not entirely there yet. He thought there was still a fair amount of work 
needed on customers of the future.     
 
The Chair thanked everyone for their time.  
 ENDS 
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30 April 2018 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

5. Bring a paper to the CCG that summarises 
engagement activity and shows how this 
engagement has influenced the Business Plan  

Nick Eves June 
meeting 

  

7. 

 

Bring a supplementary paper on data sharing 
to the CCG 

Mark Field June 
Meeting 

  

  

8.1 Bring a paper to the CCG in a table format 
setting out the risks, customers views and the 
decisions this has led to  
 

Chris 
Braham and 
Chris Lumb 

July 
meeting 

 

8.2 Bring another iteration of the outcomes 
paper to the June CCG meeting setting  
out initiatives, AMP delivery timetable 
and the outcomes the work will lead to.   

 

Chris 
Braham and 
Chris Lumb 

June 
meeting 

 

9. Bring back a definition of future customers and 
stakeholders and an iteration of the paper 
incorporating the views of 18 – 25 year-olds 
across all segments and topics to gain a clear 
understanding of the views of future 
customers. 

Hala 
Osman 

July 
meeting 

 

10. Bring back a paper showing examples of 
conflicting customer and stakeholder 
views and how the Company has used 
triangulation to make Business Plan 
decisions and/or conduct more research 
if necessary.  

Nick Eves June 
meeting 

 

11. SWS to share the RAND and PwC 3rd Line of 
Defence reviews with the CCG when available 

Hetty Farrell 
and Claire 
Elliott 

As and 
when 
available 

  

12. Provide a short and accurate description of 
why the billing enquiries scores had gone the 
wrong way to the CCG 

Mark Field End May  

13. Bring back a paper back to the CCG showing 
PCC vs leakage and the Distribution Input 

Kevin 
Wightman 

June 
meeting 

 

 
 

 

09 April 2018 ACTION LIST 
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Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

3.4 Nicci Russell to share the Ofwat freeze-thaw 
lessons learnt review with the CCG  

Nicci 
Russell 

When 
available – 
June - tbc 

 

3.5 Bring back a paper on engagement with non-
household and business customers showing: 

a) the analysis of business sectors engaged to 
date to understand where the gaps are, 
including  segmentation:  

b) the analysis of business customer 
segmentation by geography,  

c) the plan and timetable for engaging with 
non-household sectors that have not 
been engaged with to date  

d) the plan for working with Business Stream to 
ensure business customers’ feedback is 
provided to SWS and responses returned 

Nick Eves 30 April 
meeting 

Moved to 
May 
Conference 
call 

  

4 

 

Bring back a ‘close-down’ paper showing  

a) how the research and insight gathered from 
customers and stakeholders on resilience 
has shaped the business plan  

b) how resilience has been played across all 
chapters of the business plan 

Meyrick 
Gough / 

Adam 
Higgitt   

30 April 
meeting 

  

  

5 Refine the PC paper and: 
a) map the PCs to customer research as well as 

onto the Outcomes Authentication 
Framework   

b) circulate to CCG Members  
c) organise a conference call to discuss before 

submission to Ofwat 

Kevin 
Wightman 

 

Sally Beck 

Before 30 
April 
meeting  

 

6 Organise a follow-up task-and-finish group 
meeting on the engagement approach for 
Corporate and Financial structures  

Chris 
Esslin-
Peard 

Before 30 
April 
meeting – 
moved to 
14 May 

 

 

7 Bring back a paper setting out what matters 
most to customers and stakeholders showing  
a) where this features in the Business Plan 
b) the forward timetable 

Nick Eves 30 April 
meeting 

 

 

 

MARCH 2018 ACTION LIST 
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Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

4.1) i Map the innovation portfolio against Ofwat’s 
Tapped In continuum and include timelines for: 
 Now to September 
 Rest of AMP6 
 AMP7 

GH June 
meeting  

    

4.1) ii Bring back the innovation strategy and 
implementation plan 

GH June 
meeting  

 

6. Bring back business and retail segmentation and 
show engagement to date and the plan for the 
future  
 

 

JF-C 30 
April – 
Moved 
to 
June 

 

 
 
 

 
 

FEBRUARY 2018 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

3.2  Once the WRMP consultation is concluded and 
the plan finalised, identify the links between it 
and the WRSE Regional Plan  

MG  July / 
Aug  

 

7.1)  Bring the draft Business Plan Chapter on 
Customer Engagement to the CCG for their 
review, comment and advice.  

JF-C  May   

7.2).ii  Use the 10 outcome authentications as a 
template for:   
a . Showing how the evidence gathered is being 

used to drive decisions in the Business Plan   
b. Build into sheet two of the Framework  
c . Insert a final column to set out what has been 

learnt to date   
  

JF-C and 
HO  

Ongoing 
to July  

 

 

NOVEMBER 2017 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

b  Investigate the potential for a CCG portal/google 
drop box to keep all information in one place that 
Members can access easily  

SB  By end 
Nov  

  

 


